
Fifth Grade Literacy Curricular Targets 
 

Cycles of Implementation 

 

Cycles Fall Winter Spring 
Strategic Thinking Within The Text Monitoring and Correcting Searching For and Using 

Information 

Summarizing 

Strategic Thinking Beyond The Text Making Connections Predicting /  

Asking Questions 

Inferring 

Strategic Thinking About The Text Analyzing Synthesizing  Critiquing 

 
I can monitor and correct as I read.  This means I know when and how to check whether the reading 

sounds right, looks right, and makes sense, and I am continuously working to solve problems as I read. 

• Monitor accuracy and understanding, self-correcting when errors detract from meaning. 

• Use known strategies to check understanding of the text.   

• Reread, skim, and scan text to clarify meaning.      

• Reflect on understanding by slowing down or stopping while reading to consider what the 

author has written. 

• Use sources such as a dictionary and/or thesaurus to look up the meanings of words not 

understood. 

• Use the story elements of the text to monitor and correct meaning of the text.  

• Use roots, prefixes, and suffixes to decode and understand unfamiliar words. 

• Continue to adjust rate and pace of reading based upon text structure, genre, or difficulty of 

text. 

• Continue to determine the reader's purpose and meaning of text. 

I can make meaningful connections to what I am reading.  This means I know how to use what is 

known to think about what will follow while reading continuous text. 

• Apply prior knowledge before, during, and after reading when reading both fiction and non-fiction 

text. 

• Connect and compare characters and texts across genres by situations, traits, or actions. 

• Specify nature of connections (i.e. text-to-text, text-self, text-world).  

• Apply prior knowledge from personal experiences to the interruption of characters and events. 

• Use topics, themes, or content from text that has been read or heard and connect those topics, 

themes, or content to new text.  

• Use knowledge from previously read text to make connections to diverse cultures and settings in 

new text.       

I can analyze texts that I have read.  This means I know how to examine elements of a text to know 

more about how it is constructed and notice aspects of the writer’s craft. 

• Notice aspects of genres (realistic, fantasy, historical fiction, biography, autobiography, tall tales, 

fables science fiction, and other non-fiction text). 

• Notice and identify figurative and descriptive language within a text or multiple texts. 

• Notice how the author uses words to imply meaning beyond literal meaning. 



• Identify how the author or illustrator has used illustrations and other graphics to convey 

meaning or create mood. 

• Recognize when an author has used underlying organizational structures (description, 

compare/contrast, sequence, problem/solutions, cause/effect). 

• Identify genre based on the inferred authors’ purpose. 

• Identify and follow structure of complex plots with literacy devices (graphic organizer) 

• Notice authors’ language, word choice, and dialect used and how it adds to the meaning of text. 

• Understand the role of the setting in various genres. 

• Understand and identify the meaning of Symbolism (ie. Good vs. evil). 

• Question accuracy of text content and author’s point of view (bias). 

• Understand how the author builds interest and suspense across a story. 

 

Cycles Fall Winter Spring 
Strategic Thinking Within The Text Monitoring and Correcting Searching For and Using 

Information 

Summarizing 

Strategic Thinking Beyond The Text Making Connections Predicting /  

Asking Questions 

Inferring 

Strategic Thinking About The Text Analyzing Synthesizing  Critiquing 

 

I can search for and use all kinds of information as I read.  This means I know how to search for and 

use all kinds of information from background knowledge and text. 

• Identify the purpose for reading in order to activate appropriate background knowledge for the 

content and structure of the material or learning experience. 

• Remember new information from reading, talking and sharing information in order to use with 

additional text.   

• Utilize existing background knowledge of topics or ideas by making connections, inferring, 

visualizing, questioning, determining importance, synthesizing, and self-monitoring text. 

• Use text features to gain information.  

• Identify and use bold face, italic, underlined words, highlighted or colored words, bullets, 

captions or labels, diagrams, pictures, photos, charts, tables, graphs, cross sections to 

understand the main idea. 

• Use parts of the text to locate information such as tale of contents, preface, glossary, index, and 

appendix.  

• Process nonfiction text with a variety of complex layouts.  

• Process long stretches of descriptive language and remember pertinent information through use 

of a KWL chart or other graphic organizers. 

• Use information from new and unfamiliar information to gain meaning from the text. 

• Discuss text topic after reading to gain a better understanding. 

• Gain information from longer text with complex plots and multiple characters. 

• Gain information form text with long stretches of descriptive language, dialogue with no 

illustrations. 



I can make predictions and ask questions as I read.  This means I know how to use what is known and 

how to ask questions to help think about what will follow while reading continuous text. 

• Support predictions with evidence from the text or from knowledge of the genre.    

• Search for and use information to confirm or disconfirm predictions before and during reading. 

• Make and continually revise predictions based on personal experiences, content knowledge, and 

knowledge of similar texts. 

• Form questions and search for answers while reading.                                  

• Ask questions and discuss understanding of text among peers. 

• Understand the purpose of reading in order to ask questions about key ideas, events, or text 

elements. 

I can synthesize as I read.  This means I know how to put together information from the text and from 

my own background knowledge in order to create new understanding.  

• Mentally form categories of related information and revise categories as new information is 

acquired across the text.   

• Use existing content knowledge and new information to create new understandings.   

• After reading a text, express the ideas that have unfolded within the text. 

• Acquire new perspectives and content on diverse cultures, time, and places through reading 

fiction and non-fiction texts.    

• Incorporate and apply thoughts, ideas, and understandings when reading chapters, connected 

short stories, or sequels.   

• Use problems and situations from text to develop new perspective on readers own lives. 

 

Cycles Fall Winter Spring 
Strategic Thinking Within The Text Monitoring and Correcting Searching For and Using 

Information 

Summarizing 

Strategic Thinking Beyond The Text Making Connections Predicting /  

Asking Questions 

Inferring 

Strategic Thinking About The Text Analyzing Synthesizing  Critiquing 

 

I can summarize key information as I read.  This means I know how to put together and remember 

important information and disregard irrelevant information while reading. 

• Identify important ideas and information and organize them in summary/ sequential form in 

both fiction and nonfiction text.                                                                      

• Identify ad use main ideas as background knowledge for discussion and writing (i.e. 

paraphrasing) 

• Construct concise summaries reflecting important ideas both orally and in writing. 

I can infer as I read.  This means I know how to go beyond the literal meaning of a text to think about 

what is not stated but is implied by the writer. 

• Use what is known together with information read in the text to understand what is not directly 

 written or said in text. 

• Infer character motivation and thought processes at pivotal point in fiction and non-fiction text.      



• In texts, infer traits, motivations, and changes by examining how the author describes complex 

 characters. 

• Infer the meaning of symbols used throughout text to gain a further understanding of text.      

• Identify significant events and tell how they are related to the problem of the story or the 

 solution.    

• Infer causes and effects in fiction and non-fiction texts. 

• Infer the big ideas or themes of a text and discuss how they are applicable to our lives today.                                                                 

• Infer the theme or mood of text and authors purpose. 

I can critique what I have read.  This means I know how to evaluate a text based on my personal world 

or text knowledge and think critically about the ideas in it. 

• Access whether the text is authentic and consistent with readers prior knowledge.     

• Use other sources of information to check authenticity of text and accurate representation of 

cultural group (ie. Historical fiction, fiction, non-fiction)                                

• Express tastes and preferences in reading and support choices with specific descriptions of text 

features (plot, use of language, kinds of characters, genres) 

• State opinions about a text and show evidence to support them both orally and in writing. 

• Evaluate aspects that add to the enjoyment or interest.         

• Critique a text as an example of a genre. 

• Evaluate the author's use of character and plot (is it believable). 

• Assess the author's qualifications to write an informational text. 



 

 

Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

High Frequency Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently read the district’s high frequency 

word list at grade level. 

 

 

 

High Frequency Words  
according east mental separate 

act electric met sheep 

action equal month shop 

apart exercise movement shore 

appear experiment narrow sing 

arm farmer nation sold 

attention farther nature solve 

bank fear neither speech 

basic   fit nine spend 

beat forth none spoke 

bill gas office spot 

bread glad particular steel 

careful gray pass sugar 

chair grown path television 

chief hat please throughout 

column hill pressure total 

compare I’d product touch 

contain inch report trade 

cost include rope truck 

cotton key rose twice 

count kitchen row type 

describe knowledge safe unless 

desert lady salt useful 

dinner major scale value 

drop meat sell visit 



 

 

Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

High Frequency Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently read the district’s high frequency 

word list at grade level. 

 

High Frequency Words  
wear    

wheel    

wire    

won    

wonder    

yard    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



 

Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

Word Study List Target:  I can use prefixes, suffixes and my knowledge of words to read and write new 

or unknown words. 

Key Instructional Competencies:   
Student can use background knowledge of words and parts of words to make, read, write, and 

understand new words. 

 

Word Study: Word Families/ Prefixes/ Suffixes/ Word Parts 
Word Structures 

Prefixes 

Fourth Grade Prefixes: inter-, in-, super-, pro-, bi-, 

ex-, il-, ir-, im-  

Plus:  uni-, tri-, cent-, dec-, mon-, multi-, cot-, pent-

, poly-, quad-, semi-, co-, en-, sub-, trans-, ambi-, 

arch-, bene-,   bio-, de-, di-, fore-, para-, super-, 

sym-, syn-, ultra-, vali- 

Syllables  

Plurals – complete change – foot/feet, adding 

unusual suffix – child/students, keep the same 

spelling – deer/deer, add either –s or –es in words 

that end in a vowel and o or a consonant and o – 

radios, rodeos 

Suffixes 

Fourth Grade Suffixes: -ial, -al, -ion, -able, -ible, -

ous, -ment, -ness, -ish, -ance, -ic, -ey, -ist, -ar  

Plus: -r, -ily, -less, -ness, -ous, -cious, -tious, -age, -

ate, -ian, -ity, -ize, -ual, -ship 

Adjectives 

Recognize endings to adjectives that add meaning 

or change the adjective to a noun (-tion, -ible for 

partial words, -able for whole words) and some 

exceptions 

Possessives 

Recognize and use possessives 

Nouns  

Recognize and use nouns that are formed by 

adding –ic, -al, -ian, -ial, -cial; add –er or –ar to a 

verb; -ment 

Recognize the meaning of word origins 

Apply the meaning of word origins 

Adverbs  

Recognize and use adverbs that end in e (keep or 

drop the e: truly, merely) and end in –ic (tragically, 

frantically) 

Recognize and use abbreviations Generate synonyms and antonyms, homophones, 

homographs 

Recognize and use compound words Distinguish between synonyms, antonyms, 

homophones, homographs 

Solve analogies  

Locate information in dictionary, thesaurus, 

glossary 

 

Know when to use a dictionary, thesaurus, glossary  

Understand some words have multiple meanings  

Figurative language 

Introduce Acronyms 

 

Fourth Grade: Introduce Similes  

Fourth Grade: Introduce Metaphors  



Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

Writing-Spelling Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently write the district’s writing-

spelling word list at grade level.  

Key Instructional Competencies:  Student can accurately and fluently write the words without 

sustained pausing. 

 

 

 

Fourth Grade: Introduce Idioms  

  

Writing – Spelling Words 

addition difficult iron oil 

ahead direction later pair 

America doesn't led pay 

American edge length period 

baby eight listen plan 

base especially machine plane 

beside except mark practice 

bird explain material present 

bit famous maybe race 

blood farm measure rather 

bright figure middle reach 

brother fly milk reason 

business force minute record 

buy forest modern result 

caught forward moment rich 

choose free mountain sent 

circle garden mouth seven 

clear general music  sign 

color grass natural single 

corner grew necessary skin 

correct guess north sleep 

couldn't history north soil 

cover huge note south 

dead human object speak 

difference information ocean speed 



 

 

Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

Writing-Spelling Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently write the district’s writing-

spelling word list at grade level.  

Key Instructional Competencies:  Student can accurately and fluently write the words without 

sustained pausing. 

 

 

Writing – Spelling Words 

square wish   

stone woman   

store women   

straight wood   

strange wrong   

subject wrote   

suppose yourself   

tail    

teacher    

team    

temperature    

thin    

thus    

travel    

trouble    

unit    

various    

village    

wait    

war    

week    

weight    

whose    

wife    

window    



 

 

Fifth Grade Word Study Guide 

Academic Word List Target:  I understand and can use the academic vocabulary for 

my grade level in my reading, writing, and speaking. 

Key Instructional Competencies: Student can use academic word knowledge to 

comprehend reading materials and extend to writing and speaking. 

 

Academic Vocabulary 

Alphabet    

Author    

Blend    

Capital    

Character    

Edit    

Fact    

Fiction    

Illustration    

Index    

Journal    

Letter    

Lowercase    

Main character    

Main idea    

Nonfiction    

Poem    

Retell    

Rhyme    

Sentence    

Sequencing    

Setting    

Syllable    

Table of contents    

Uppercase    


